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In the paper of one of the authors [ 1] it was sho·nn 

that at a certain choice of the exchaneed integrals the 

Model Hamiltonian of the Ising interaction system with 

2 X spins { }{ < 00) can take the form: 

:1{ y 
I r 2n ' \' z H (X)=- [)1 - h.A!S -JIL fj"S , S =-.)./!-- Sj . 

flrJ. J~i. 
(I) 

Thermodynamics and correlation effects in systems modelled 

by (I) were studied in [1] by means of majorizing method 

developed by N.N.Bogolubov (Jr.) [2]. They succeeded in 

getting the estimation for density difference of free ener

gies calculated with the approximative hamiltonian 

:1( 1n-J 
1
f; 4 

H.(c.x)= gJ- (fu})tZJ.c )}l,s-)(L./9~ -l.ng.)c <<J 
n•i n•t 

and alongside (1). The estimation has the following form: 

o<J. (h,BJ-.£(h,ok «M 
.N% 

Thus the parameter C in H
0
(C,x) is obtained from 

equation 

::J< ln i 
C =- th_}(h. +J:2nJ,.C } , 

IL• J. 

3 

(3) 

(4) 



which gives good possibilities of usine;: the approximation 
method (2) :ln d tfferent physical problems, especially in 
magnetism. 

In this connection we should mention the method of 
N.N.Bogolubov (Jr.) originally developed for studying BCS 
model then successfully used in magnet systems, and quite 
recently it was applied in studying the problems in which 
Bose-operators are of great significance (unlimited in 
norm ). The cluster interaction of a general type (1) was 
also successfully investigated in paper [1] by the method 
mentioned in [2]. Sometimes in cases of great physical sig
nificance like :X.== i , .]{::: 2. , the improvement of estima
tion (3) is possible if the saddle-point method is applied. 
In this paper we shall consider f}n.~O only, - it will 
allow to use a simple Laplas formulation [3] for the saddle
point method taking into consideration the fact that it is 
possible to follow the asymptotic £ { hJ B) at phase 
transition for X::= i 

I. Let us consider the model Hamiltonian as a part of 
( 1) with 9:J..i. = fji.. correspondingly: 

j> . • 

H{pJ=g1 -hJIS-}IJ:g.sz". ( 5) 
i=:f. 

It is easy to show that 

4 

00 <><> "" Tt'epm~ e-~z({f'-jJIIj.jrJ~~_pe-YN.A", ... ,:) <6 l 

-co -oo ~-

where 

I' .1. 
$'{.iii,· .. ,.A,.)=_L.A,- ench [fh +2./1,/t) > 

t.=i. 

!1 
'Z';: ;. (/9• + 2./l.;.i li.J: 

't: = ( /9q f'-
:P J dp ' 

i. = .i.,2,. 

7: = {jJtf!;_. 

The function :J'(.A1 , ... ,lp is anal)'tical 

... p-i. 
) ' 

to { J/;) 

(7) 

and 

we suppose that the minimum of the function is simple. The 
corresponding quadratic form is positively determined and 
t::,: :llet/lo~;~.f!JI/>0. The mi.nimwn will be defined from the 
set of the equations 

~.- '0(./l~t)th(BL 2° ~) . J~- OA' c_;-rt+· AJ. i., j =J., ... ,f. (S) 

d 
In this case as it is known [?,~ the asymptotic 

expansion is valid-: 

-fHrp! JIGJI~~ -N7(.t1 -t£ -fi-1 ·f>!],· Tre =z .r. e ot,JI +d)l+o(4 /i <9) 
' 

where 

5 



~ -~ - - - -) d. " :rr <::,. ' d(.A) = .:r (Jl 'Jl.z' ... ) 1.;, . 
Then with the help of (9) it is easy to write the asympto

tic expansion for the free energy density at fixed JV(>>i 

1 =-~fnTre;;Ht;;_aen2+&7(J1+ 29r_:tn.!J+o( . .Ai11 
JN ,.!./ ') Z /. (10) 

Taking into account (8) and by 

G' :: - lij 
oh. e 

magnetization 
definition of the specific 

we get the equation for 
() 

1' . <' 

G" thj(h. + E 9< 2'rs-:J-~ J 
<>J. 

(11) 

which is a detailed transformation of (4) in our case. The 

expansion (10) can and may be modified at Ll =0 which 

first of all may occur when h=O and jl :jl. ; {-f[;(fl!}= 
=0 

In this case _:he expansion d(JIJ,A~, ... ,J/J') in the 

neighbourhood of JV(/e) may start with the terms of a high

er dee;ree ( Aj -Jij)"' ; ( n. > 2) , as the first terms of 

the expansion tend to zero. Therefore we may have en~ 

in expansion (10), Let us consider in detail for p:: i 
Here the asymptotic expansion (9) under the assumption that 

'0'.7 ----==T > 0 can be written in the following wa;y: IJJI.. 
( 

6 

-jH(i) N()Jjt_ -.!1.7(~7f_, -~ -1£ ;1) Tre =2 (7rJ e (f.}/+{t)/+o(Ji!J, (12) 

{ 
.J( )l,i J. = 2.F -

1

.2:tz+ f. ' 

~ r({} (s 8 .f(<<._J<;J ) 
i = J}J-27:~+ :1.. 1 + 3 .zJ•-.27:'+ {], 

where the stationary point is determined by the equation 

1 = 'tth (jh.. +2i 't) . (13) 

We should note that the following terms of asymptotic in 

(12) contributing 0( .}/-f5.) a:re easily calculated and give 

credit for (/('J\f-A(} [3]~ However, we shall not put down 

h..: 0 , J3 "'./c , at 61.<: l9e and (} > f)c.- , because we 

shall consider this case later. 

The solutions of the equation of selfconsistency (13) 

are well known, Here we want to point out the case when 

h. :0 resulting in nontrivial solution }i,,(t} when 

2 t.t.> J. • And thus we observe the phenomenon of spontane

ous magnetization. Let us note that the limited value of 

spontaneous magnetization is usualLy calculated~ 

G"= th_f(h. +291G) 
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and obtained by means of: 

C), (_f)= th 2iJr:)1> iJz-) 
1:"' (14) 

At fir~t a trivial case is investigated (2:e·<.1..) for which 
only ../1 0 : 0 is known. The fUnction eJ:(./1.) has a 
simple absolute minimum at this point: :J'( o) = 2(1-.27:>) > 0 
The asymptotic expansion (12) is valid, where o:;,rt are 
obtained from (12), when .. Lo correspondingly. The free 
energy is expressed by 

J'Jh.;O,)?:'.:.J.)=- fJfn2 +j{z-~en f-:2-rJ.+o(.N"j, (15) 

The asymptotic expansion (12) is also valid below the phase 
trnnsition point {.2t2..> i) , where the choice of the 
two simple absolute maxima depends on the sign of h_ • Let 
us assume that h >0 fixes the 11 right" maximum with a 
further transition h ::::::;::p.+O ; average values are under
stood as Bogol1•.bov' s quasi-averages. Then we receive 

}Jh=o,J.r:-~4=-Bfn2 +-8{?-'rs/+ fn.J_L-uq+ 

+ .$ { 't).+ en[i./-?:tt-r:s;,?j .. of.NJ, 

using (12) and (14), 

• 

( 16) 

t 
l 

j 

I 

The asymptotic at the phase transition point 2tt..;::: i , 
)0 {2t~i) = 0 , requires a particular consideration as "'{y 
calculated by a routine method with a partial summing up 
of the series over .iro) (See [5 J and [3 J ) and due to 
:J"(o) = 2( f. -2t"') = 0 , and have a branch at a given point 
(See (12)), !J(.JI.) at the point of Jt. = 0 has one dege
nerated minimum, Thus for 2t'~=i. we have: 

J'(o) =- J:(o)=77o)=0; 

Yl .J' (o)=- J.Z8 ; 

whence 

rrii 
c'7(oj=8; 

J'(J, 2?:'; i) = -J Jt.'t- 4~.ii.G 

J}o)=O, 

( 17) 

It allows us to get the asymptotic expansion at the point 
of phase transition 

-ftH{i) .~~ ~;z1 -r. -u -?;) T~"e =J. '(//)2ft)/ +J;.JI +O(J!!; (18) 

• 



with the valid coefficients 

Y=13~r(1) Y.=1J~~a\ o<.:< 1'a"s (~/. (19) 

The expansion (18) results in the following as,ymptotic for 
free energy at 2 t't: i.. : 

r =-&€n2-2...fnJ/+ &,:lgen[li'isT(fi7 
,1 _11 .f# ' 4 J./ ll+o,x 1 Jl . (20) 

Coming back to the discussion when p::: i , it should 
be mentioned that the saddle-point method, if made correctly1 

gives the possibility to obtain and to compare the asympto
.t-< tics (over JV ) in the phase transition. The fact of lo-

e;arithmical asymptotic at the very point of the phase transi~ 
tion 2-c.t= 1.. is of significance. Taking into account 
that the ao,ymptotic amendments for 

Bt" are the values of the order --
.N 

J, ( lt~o, /27:~7" i) 
8 tY r>._ r:s. ") and .)/ 9 for 

2.?:~ d.. and v 2tf>J. respectively, we see that at the 
phase trans! tion point 2tJ.= i. the asymptotic changes 
sharply and takes the fonn: 6!, tnJI= .i. &i.JI (according 1 JV 2. .).{ 
to (20)), The case fj<O when :/{=J. is not difficult 
and results in the asymptotic of x-i type for eny 7:' 

Now in a general approach (5)-(11) it is quite possible 
to consider a "more realistic" cluster hamiltonian: 

10 

H(z) = g,-h)IS -JI(j~.s~ g~s"J,j, ~o, (21) 

which introduces a certain approximation for the systems 
with weak spin-phonon interaction. The case when g,· are 
of different signs is of interest and it requires another 
investigation of the ":full form" of the saddle-point method 
[5]• The "Heuristtcnuse of the equations (4) 1 (11) allows 
us to consider the systems with phase +,ransition both the 
first and the second kind and to follow the realization of 
all ~ossibilities at various relations between fj~ (See [1], 
[ 6] ), 

2. Let us consider shortly another possibility of in
vestigation of the cluster interaCtion, to some extent, which 
coordinates the approach mentioned above and powerful method 
of the approximative Hamiltonians by N.N.Bogolubov (Jr.). 
The idea is to select the Hamiltonian Jl{(p) of (5) type 
as the approximative Hamiltonian for the cluster Hamilto
nian ~(Jr) of a general type given in [1]. Let us illu
strate it for the system with the model Hamiltonian at J\=3 

H(s)=gch.JIS-J/(Ji.f+gl.s~g3sV, 
(22) 

which cannot be considered only by means of :,he saddle
point method given in the first section. It can naturally 

II 



be studied in the e;eneral method [1]. Nevertheless, we 

shall choose the following form for the approximative Hamil-

toni.an: 

Hrz) = gL +G-J.I(a"-t;.+ a,_s"), (23) 

a,_=g,_+g3c") a--=9;..+fj3C\ G=J./g3c~ 
The inequality developed by Bogolubov for the free energies 

density can be written as follows: 

o,; minj[H(':d-j[H(3j!fo3((s~<s>~(s"-<s>)> c24 l 
(0 d , 

where the averaging process in the right-hand side of the in .... 

equality is carried out with respect to H{3) . The esti

mation of C(X} will be received by method [2], as usual. 

'.rhen we shall introduce the sources in H{2) and H (3) : 

@e" =HriJ+J/(;.s~sv) {i=2,3). (25) 

Naturally, (24) is correct for~ and (?~$ corresponding

ly. 

12 

Thus 

Since 

Let 

that 

that 

e ?/j[~.3) 
E(.N)=- 83JI 0y~ (26) 

I -oJ[seJI ~ 1. 
'OJA Jli I e , then . £(»)dv ~93 _!, 

.v, lfl 
J~,:.min.j[~)- r[~] then it is evident, 'Jh (e) J~ , 

Jli 
0~ J'J,.{Y,)~2{~-V.)r/J{, [(.)l)dv. Assuming, at l~st, 

Y, 
jl =)I.::. 0 , ~ =0, we receive: 

o~ m/nj[Hr2j -j[Hr3jj~2;.J, + .Z9J& 
(c) J. ~.;V . 

Now we take l.'t from the minim~ of the right -hand part 

of the above-mentioned inequality. We receive f{JI):; 4Vg,f}' 
. .N¥l. . 

For "' {H (zfj we have as sho;,;, above: 

J,)J..!(.:~.lj=J[Hclj}+ g;/i+ o(.J.ri), 

J [J../{28=-Ben2 + g3 c'+ e7?r.l,.t), 

13 



J(J~ )_,_) =- J./+l;.<-- fnch (_fh. +2).: ?J_) 
(27) 

o~!J r; ={.fa, +2J:Ca:fl'J~ c~ =! f!nJ)et 
o~o~ 

The parameter C and stationary points J J. Ji2 are 
obtained from minimum condition J [HC2-i] (See (8)): 

J.~ = z;_ l:.h.(ph + 2~ z-), 

J, =-~ ~ th(Bh+J.l/tj_)) (}!f:(.X.,J.,.~-Gota c2s) 
~ '0./t 'J '()? d3 :r. 

2. 

Hence we finally get the equation for magnetization (com

pare (4) and (11)), 

J s 
u=thj(fu·.ZgF--'f$6 +6JiS). (29) 

Evidently, we described only general features of such an 

approach. However, in cases where "more p}cy'sical" approxi

mation than that discussed in [IJ is necessary, thie appro

ach is more useful. 

In conclusion the authors would like to acknowledge 

Professor N.N.Bogolubov (Jr.) for valuable remarks and 

helpful discussions. 
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